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ABSTRACT

The sources and levels of natural and manmade radi-
ation are discussed in this report, and the resulting
risks of radiation-induced cancer and hereditary
diseases are estimated. The medical uses of X-rays
currently increase the average population exposure by
something like 35 per cent above natural background
radiation. At a future time when nuclear generators
will produce one kilowatt of electricity per person it is
expected that the additional exposure from this
source will not exceed 6 per cent of that from natural
backgiound. Acceptability of the risks that these ex-
posures represent must depend upon the benefits
with which they are associated, and upon the risks
associated with other options open to society in-
cluding alternative ways of obtaining similar benefits.
The public health impact of the radiation from nuclear
power generation, for example, is believed to be con-
siderably less than that from the combustion pro-
ducts associated with the production of an equivalent
amount of electrical power by conventional coal-fired
stations.

Ce rapport examine les sources et les niveaux de ray-
onnements naturels et artificiels ainsi que les risques
de cancer et des maladies hereditaires pouvant en
resulter. Le rayonnement provenant des radiographies
medicales augmente I'exposition moyenne de la
population de I'ordre de 35 pour-cent par rapport au
rayonnement de fond naturel. Plus tard, lorsque les
centrales nucleates produiront un kilowatt d'elec-
tricite par personne, on prevoit que I'exposition
supplemental de la population due a cette source
de rayonnement ne depassera pas 6 pour-cent de
cede due au rayonnement de fond naturel. L'accepta-
tion des risques que ces expositions represented
dependra des avantages auxquels ils sont associes et
des risques associes aux autres choix technologiques
a la disposition de la societe et comprenant d'autres
moyens d'obtenir des avantages identiques. On con-
sid^re par exemple que I'effet du rayonnement des
centrales nucleates surs la sante du public est de
loin inferieur a celui des produits de combustion
associes a la production d'une quantite equivalente
d'energie electrique produite a partir d'une centrale
thermique au charbon.



INTRODUCTION SOURCES AND LEVELS OF EXPOSURE

Public concern over exposure of large numbers of
people to low levels of radiation arose first in connec-
tion with radioactive fallout from nuclear weapon test-
ing. More recently, similar concern has been expressed
over radiation exposures that may result from the in-
creasing production of electricity from nuclear fuels.
Although substantially larger average exposures of the
population have for some time been received from med-
ical uses of radiation, these are generally accepted,
partly because few persons would wish to forego the
associated benefits, and partly because personal
choice can be exercised in the matter. The present ac-
count will therefore deal mainly with the smaller ex-
posures to radiation from non-medical sources. Since
these are believed to have harmful effects, it is reason-
able to ask whether the public is sufficiently protected,
and what level of protection should indeed be regarded
as adequate.

Prior to 1956, little information was available to the
public concerning the magnitudes of the possible risks
from low levels of radiation. As a result, statements in-
tended to reassure, or to alarm, the public often ap-
peared to contradict one another even when based on
the same data. The confusion and mistrust which this
provoked served mainly to heighten emotions about the
matter. Since that time, however, various national and
international agencies have produced reports for the
public, often with detailed scientific and technical ap-
pendices, concerning the levels of radiation likely to be
encountered and the effects that might be expected to
result from such levels. These reports are in reasonable
agreement with each other and have dispelled much of
the disagreement that existed earlier.

Thanks to these various reports, it is now possible
for interested members of the public to view the ex-
pected effects of radiation in some sort of perspective.
In particular, the importance of the effects may be com-
pared with that of other public health problems with
which society has to deal in its attempts to provide a
favourable environment for people. One drawback in
the present situation, however, arises because the
sheer abundance of the relevant literature for the public
is in itself confusing; such existing publications tend to
contain large amounts of technical detail, far exceeding
what most potential readers would wish to peruse.

For these reasons it would be inappropriate to
present here, in its entirety, evidence that has already
been reviewed exhaustively in recent reports on the
subject15'<2S) "9). Instead, such evidence, and its limita-
tions, will be summarized and will be used as a basis for
discussion of the adequacy of radiation protection stan-
dards for the public.

Those kinds of radiation that are capable of splitting
molecules into charged particles, or ions, are known as
"ionizing". These include electromagnetic radiations
such as gamma rays and X-rays, and some particulate
radiations such as alpha and beta rays and neutrons.
Man and other living organisms have always been ex-
posed to ionizing radiation of natural origin. In addition,
medical uses of radiation and radioactive materials
now increase the total dose to the public, and so also
do the products from nuclear weapon testing and, to a
lesser extent, luminous watches and colour television.
Some individuals receive further exposure as a result of
their occupations. The generation of electricity from
nuclear energy will contribute both to the dose received
by the general public and also to exposures of in-
dividuals in the course of their work.

The biological effects of the various kinds of ioniz-
ing radiation tend to be similar; all of them are capable
of causing cancer in the exposed tissues, and
hereditary defects when it is the germ cells which are ir-
radiated. Doses that are relatively uniform over the
whole body may result from exposure to gamma rays,
because these high-energy electromagnetic radiations
penetrate tissues readily. Beta radiations, which con-
sist of rapidly moving electrons, have little penetrating
power; alpha radiations, which consist of rapidly mov-
ing helium nuclei, are even less penetrating. When
radioactive materials emitting either of those two sorts
of particles are taken into the body, the distributions of
the exposures will depend on the locations in which the
radioactivity is deposited. A beta particle from tritium
(radioactive hydrogen) for example, has a range of only
6 <̂m (thousandths of a millimetre) but the various
organs will be fairly uniformly irradiated where this is in
the form of tritiated water throughout the body.
Stron(ium-90, on the other hand, tends to locate in
bone, and the beta radiation from it will thus be localiz-
ed. The alpha radiation from plutonium will be similarly
localized around the site of deposition, i.e. in the bones,
the lymphatic system or the liver. Neutrons, despite be-
ing particulate in nature, do penetrate tissue. Some oc-
cupational exposures to neutrons may occur, but this
kind of radiation is unlikely to be encountered by the
public.

Radiation may be detected and measured in a
number of ways. For example, when air is exposed to
ionizing radiation it is broken down into positively and
negatively charged ions, which can be collected on
pairs of oppositely charged plates and measured as an
electric current. Such "ion chambers" are frequently us-
ed to determine the magnitude of a radiation dose.
Other measuring devices include photographic film,
and certain kinds of crystals which absorb the energy 1



and emit it later as visible light when heated. The latter
are known as thermoluminescence dosimeters, and
one commonly used kind consists of lithium fluoride
crystals.

The physical unit used to indicate the magnitude of
an absorbed dose is the "rad" (an acronym for "radia-
tion absorbed dose"). However, since some kinds of
radiation are more effective in producing changes in liv-
ing organisms than are others, it is convenient here to
employ an alternative unit which takes into account the
biological effectiveness. This unit is the "rem" (radia-
tion equivalent man). Thus, a rem of gamma radiation
has the same biological effectiveness as a rem of
neutrons, although the amount of energy deposited in a
given volume of tissue is different.

The radiation received by the average Canadian
from natural sources amounts to about Vioth of a rem,
i.e. 100 mrem(mt\lirem), each year. The dose varies with
altitude, latitude, the nature of the underlying rock in a
given area, the structural materials in the buildings one
lives in, and, within the body, the composition of the
particular tissue. The radiation dose comes partly from
extraterrestrial or cosmic rays, partly from penetrating
radiation of terrestrial origin from outside the body, and
partly from naturally occurring radioactive forms of cer-
tain of the elements present in the body (Table 1).

Table 1 Radiation Doses from Natural
Sources"9'^

D O M per year (mrem)
bont bone germ

call*marrow cells Notes •

Cosmic
External terrestrial

Internal (potassium-40)
(carbon-14)
(other)

TOTAL
' See Notes to Tables, p.16

33
44

15
1
8

101

33
44

I 15
124 1

35

128

33
44

I 19
51 1

I 8
28

105

1
2

3
4
5

In addition, for some decades the populations of
developed countries have been exposed to substantial
amounts of radiation as a result of medical practice.
Most of this exposure is incurred in the course of
radiography for the purpose of diagnosing disease
(Table 2). A smaller part of the medical contribution to
the average dose to the population comes from the use
of radiation to treat cancer and other diseases. A very
small additional part is incurred as a result of the
diagnostic and therapuetic uses of radioactive
isotopes, in what is known as "nuclear medicine". The
average per capita dose from medical practice varies
with different countries, and with different body tissues.
However, medical exposures in North America give rise
to an average increase of about 35 per cent (35 millirem
per year) over and above natural background radiation.

Table 2 Radiation Doses from Exposure to
Medical Practice"9"28!

Diagnostic radiology
Radiotherapy
Nuclear medicine

Dose per year (mrem)
bone

marrow
(U.K.)

32
12
2

germ
cells
(U.K.)

14
5
0.2

germ
cells

(other)

10-50
2-5
• 1

TOTAL (approx.)
Notes

46
1

19
1,2

12-56
2,3

Table 3 Total Radiation Dose Over Ail Time from
Nuclear Tests Prior to 1971<19> ™>

Northern hemisphere
Additional due to
carbon-14

Total commitment
(mrem)

bone bone
marrow cells

220 260

130 165

germ
cells

170

130

7

2

TOTAL 350 425 300"
• Equals 6 mrem per annum to the most heavily exposed generation.

Table 4 Occupational Doses (Non-nuclear)
Contributing to the Average
Population Dose1911231

Workers
per
1000

population

Mean
dose

(rem/a)

Average
population

dose
(mrem/a)

Medical
Dental
Research and
Education
Industrial
(non-nuclear)

0.62
0.56

0.25

0.11

X

X

X

X

0.32
0.08

0.15

0.31

0.20
0.05

0.04

0.03

TOTAL 1.54 0.32
(Based on data from 12 countries.)

Fallout from nuclear weapons already exploded will
result in a radiation exposure of the population, sum-
med over all time, about equal to that from nature over a
three year period (Table 3). The generation most heavily
exposed to this fallout will receive an average addi-
tional dose of about 6 mrem/a, i.e. a 6 per cent increase
above natural background.

Occupational exposures, excluding those from the
nuclear industry, add only a further 0.3 mrem/a to the
population average, and a similar amount derives from
miscellaneous sources (Tables 4 and 5). Thus man has
added roughly 40 mrem/a to nature's 100 mrem/a.

Nuclear power generation currently contributes lit-
tle to the average radiation exposure of the population.
However, in the not too distant future when, in areas



Table 5 Total Annual Doses from
Natural and Manmade Radiation
(Excluding Nuclear Energy)"9'

Average population Notes

Nature
Medical
Fallout

Occupational
Miscellaneous

TOTAL (approx.)

100
35
6
0.3
0.3

140

1,2
3
4
5
6

7

Table 6 Radiation Doses from Nuclear Power
Production — in a population using 1 kW
electrical production per person'191

Uranium mining
Milling and
processing
Reactor
operation
Reprocessing
Other fuel steps
Transport
Accidents

Whole body dotes
(man-ram/MW.a)

population

_

—

0.1
1.35

—

0.005
0.05

occupational

0.1

<0.1

2.0
2.0
0.03
0.005

-

total*

0.1

<0.1

2.1
3.35
0.03
0.01
0.05

Nctes

1

2

3
4

1.5 4.2 5.7

1.5 2.7 4.2

TOTAL
(whole body)

TOTAL
(genetically significant)
' Also equals numerically the average population dose In milltrem per year if

1 kW used per person.

such as Ontario, one kilowatt of electricity per person is
producd by nuclear stations, perhaps 6 mrem/a from
this source may be added to the average population ex-
posure (Table 6). Roughly one quarter of the 6 mrem
average would be received via the population at large
and the remainder via occupationally exposed persons.
(Upper limits to the doses from this source, to individual
members of the public and to occupationally exposed
persons, will be considered in a later section.)

RISK ESTIMATION

Ionizing radiation may cause cancer in exposed in-
dividuals and hereditary defects in their descendants. It
is generally believed that even very low doses can pro-
duce occasional effects of these kinds where large
enough numbers of people are exposed. The levels of
risk associated with particular doses have been
estimated in various ways. The risk of cancer induction
is best determined from observations on irradiated
human populations. Genetic diseases, on the other
hand, have not been seen to increase in frequency in

descendants of irradiated people, and the risks of these
must be inferred indirectly from a combination of data
on hereditary conditions in experimentally irradiated
animal and "unirradiated" human populations.

As guides to decision making, the radiation risk
estimates alone are of limited value. Only when they
can be compared with corresponding estimates of risk
associated with various possible options do they assist
in making an appropriate choice. For this reason, the
need for relevant comparisons with alternative risks will
be emphasized.

Estimates of cancer risks have been based largely
on data obtained by following up (a) the survivors of the
atomic bombings at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and (b)
patients treated by irradiation for an arthritic disease of
the spine (ankylosing spondylitis). In both cases the ex-
posed groups received substantial exposures delivered
at high dose rates; when predicting the risks following
much lower exposures distributed over much longer
periods of time it is commonly assumed that the
numbers of induced cancers will vary in direct propor-
tion to the dose down to the lowest doses, and will be
essentially independent of any protraction of the dose
in time. While this may not be strictly true, the assump-
tion is thought to be a cautious one in that it is more
likely to overestimate the actual risk than to under-
estimate it. (See The Direction of the Uncertainties.)

For convenience, the estimates of the cancer risks
will be expressed in terms of the numbers of cancers
caused in a population of a million people exposed to
an average of one rem, i.e. receiving a collective dose of
a million man-rem. It is estimated that such a popula-
tion would experience, over perhaps three decades, a
total of 150 fatal cancers that would not otherwise have
occurred, and that there would be an additional 100
cancers, mostly of the thyroid and skin, that would be
cured by surgery or other means (Table 7); the lifetime
risk of cancer death due to other causes is about 20 per

Table 7 Risk Estimates for the Induction of
Cancer by Whole Body Irradiation28"<5>i'9>

Kind of
cancer

OBSERVED

Leukaemia
Lung
Breast
Other .
Thyroid (non-fatal)
TOTAL (fatal)

(non-fatal)

FAVOURED ESTIMATE

TOTAL (fa(af)
(non-fatal)

Caws
per 10*

man-ram

1 5 - 40
1 0 - 40

6 - 20
40

(40)
71 - 140

(40)

150
(100)

Notes

1

2,9
3
4
S
6

7
8



Table 8 Risk Estimation for the Induction of
Hereditary Diseases by Irradiation of
Germ Cells1281151"91

Kind of
hereditary
disease

Natural
incidence
per 100
liveborn

Cases
per 106

manrem

Uncertainly

Notes

Dominant
Chromosomal
and recessive
Congenital
malformations
Constitutional
and degenerative

1

1

2.5

1.5

100 (13)

200 (*_10)

TOTAL

Table 9

300 (15)

Cancers and Hereditary Diseases from
Natural and Manmade Radiation
(Excluding Nuclear)

Nature
ol

exposures

Relevant
dose

(mrem/a)

Kinds ol eflect
(cases per 106

people exposed
over a lifetime)

Notes

Fatal Hereditary
cancers disease

Natural
radiation
Medical
exposures
Fallout
Occupational
(ex. nuclear)
Miscellaneous

TOTAL

100

35
6

0.3
0.3

750

260
45

2
2

1000
approx.

900

300
50

3
3

1200
approx

1,2

(Based on Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8)

cent. (The data in Table 7 are of limited use for predic-
ting the risks arising from highly localized exposures,
as in the case of irradiations of the lungs and bronchial
tubes by radon gas and its daughter products in the
course of uranium mining. For further details concern-
ing radon and lung cancer see note 9 to Table 7.)

Estimation of the genetic risks from radiation has
proved more difficult. Not only has no corresponding in-
crease been observed in the frequency of hereditary
disease among descendants of atom bomb survivors
and irradiated patients, but there have also been
numerous failures to detect, and measure the amount
of, such harm in descendants of irradiated mammals
such as mice and pigs. For this reason, indirect
methods must be employed to estimate the genetic risk
in man. Thus, it is known that 100 rem of chronic irradia-
tion in each generation will double the natural frequen-
cy of hereditary coat-colour changes in mice, and it is
assumed that this same dose if delivered to people in

each generation would double the frequency of some
hereditary diseases, including in particular those with
severe manifestations that are inherited in a simple
dominant fashion. On the basis of this reasoning it is
concluded that perhaps 300 cases of serious hereditary

Table 10 Cancers and Hereditary Diseases from
Nuclear Energy — assuming 1 kW
electrical production per person'191

Kind of
elfects

Relevant dose
averaged over
the population

(mrem/a)

Cases per 106

people per year
(i.e. per 1000

MW.a)

FATAL CANCERS

Population
whole body exposure 1.5
krypton-85 betas
to skin 5
iodine-129 to thyroid 0.5

Occupational
whole body exposure 4.2
radon to lungs in mines —
partial body, reactor
and reprocessing

0.2

0.05

0.6
0.05

operations

HEREDITARY DISEASES

Population
whole body exposure

Occupational
whole body exposure

—

1.5

2.7

0.1

0.5

0.8

TOTAL
fatal cancers
hereditary diseases
{Based on Tables 6. 7 and 8)

1
1.3

Table 11 Fatal Occupational Accidents and
Diseases Associated with Nuclear
Power Production — Not Involving
Radiation — assuming 1 kW electrical
production per person"91

Fatalities
per 10e people

per year
(i.e. per 1000

MW.a) Notes

ACCIDENTS

construction
mining
milling

transportation
reactor operation
fuel reprocessing

0.25

0.3

0.1

0.002

0.05

OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE

mining • 0.05

TOTAL fatalities
(non-radiation) 0.8



disease might occur among descendants of a million
people as a result of exposure to an average of one rem
prior to reproduction (Table 8). Opinions on the precise
estimate vary, especially as relating to genetic diseases
that are not inherited in a simple dominant fashion. As a
result there is something like a fivefold uncertainty in
either direction.

Table 12 Total Fatalities and Genetic Disease
From Nuclear Power Generation
— in a population of 106 people using
1 kW per person1191

Kinds ol harm Cases per year
of power production

(approx.)

Fatal cancer — radiation induced
Genetic disease — radiation induced
Fatal accidents — non-radiation

1
1.5
1

TOTAL fatalities and genetic disease
IBased on Tables 10 and 11)

3.5

On the above basis, exposure of a million people to
natural radiation over their lifetime presumably results
in something like 1000 or so seriously affected in-
dividuals. This will include some with fatal cancer
among the million exposed people, and some with
serious hereditary disease among their descendants
(Table 9). Medical uses of radiation, and in particular
diagnostic radiology, would account for the majority of
a further 600 or so such conditions arising as a result of
exposure to radiation from man-made sources. The an-
nual incidence in a population of a million people of
stable size, would of course be less, i.e. something like
30 or 40 cases per year.

At a time when nuclear energy will supply a kilowatt
of electrical power per person, a population of a million
people exposed from this source to an additional six
per cent of natural background radiation might have a
further two cases per year of either fatal cancer or
serious hereditary disease (Table 10). As with other
forms of power production, there will be fatal occupa-
tional accidents and diseases which have nothing to do
with radiation; taking into account all aspects of the
nuclear power industry, these will amount to somewhat
less than one case per year (Tables 11 and 12).

CURRENT STANDARDS OF PROTECTION

The legal standards of radiation protection adopted by
most countries, including Canada, follow closely the
recommendations of the International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP). This body operates as a
non-governmental organization under the International
Congress of Radiology. The recommendations of the
ICRP are revised from time to time to take into account

new information on the effects of radiation, the most re-
cent revisions being in 1958, 1965 and 1977.

Currently, the maximum permissible doses recom-
mended by the Commission for occupational ex-
posures are:
Gonads and red bone marrow
(and in the case of uniform
irradiation, the whole body) 5 rems in a year
Skin; thyroid: bone 30 rems in a year
Hands and forearms.
feet and ankles 75 rems in a year
All other organs 15 rems in a year

The gonads and the red bone marrow have been
considered to be the critical organs when the whole
body is exposed uniformly, and are therefore regarded
as limiting all exposures that involve them. For individ-
ual members of the public, the recommended annual
dose limits are one-tenth those for occupational^ ex-
posed persons (excluding contribution from medical ex-
posures and natural background). As a further precau-
tion, the ICRP has also recommended that "as any ex-
posure may involve some degree of risk . . . . all doses
be kept as low as readily achievable, economic and
social conditions being taken into account""31.

Such recommended standards represent a stage in
a continuing evolution, based on a growing knowledge
of harmful effects. The activities of the ICRP now span
nearly five decades, and initially only relatively high
doses of radiation were thought to cause cancer. At
that time the objective was to limit all exposures so that
they did not reach the known dangerous levels. It is only
within the past two decades that cancer and significant
hereditary diseases have become generally recognized
as possible consequences of even low doses.

As a result of the emphasis by the ICRP on keeping
all doses "as low as readily achievable", Canada has a
design objective which reduces the permissible dose at
the boundary of a nuclear generating station to one per
cent of the recommended upper limit (i.e. from 500
mrem/a to 5 mrem/a). The resulting average exposure to
the surrounding population, from that installation,
would then be less than 1 mrem/a or less than one per
cent of natural background.

Until recently, estimates of risks in the low-dose
range were thought to be still far too unreliable to serve
as a numerical basis for setting revised exposure limits.
However, as more information becomes available con-
cerning the relative radiosensitivities of different body
organs to cancer induction, and in the case of the
gonads to the induction of hereditary defects, a closer
numerical relationship becomes possible, between the
risk data and the safety standards'1"11. What is envision-
ed in this document is a system of protection for oc-
cupational ly exposed workers which would be based on
the sum of the estimated risks from all exposed organs.
Such a system has not been workable in the past due to
the lack of adequate data.



GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE —
FUTURE RADIATION DOSES

Attempts to estimate future radiation doses tend to be
based on current practices, current trends in these
practices, and new practices envisaged for the future.
For example, although the frequency of diagnostic
radiography may increase in the future there has been a
substantial downward trend in the extent of the body
dose from various radiographic examinations. Also of
interest in the present context are the trends in ex-
posures arising from the production of nuclear power.

Occupational exposures from the operation of nu-
clear reactors have been taken in the NEA document as
in the region of 2 man-rem/(MW.a) of electrical power
produced. There are a number of reasons to believe that
this may be too high a value, and perhaps especially so
in Canada.

One relevant trend is towards the use of larger reac-
tors, and these are known to produce more electrical
power per unit of occupational exposure. For a list of
twenty nuclear power stations given in a United Nations
report1281 these exposures declined by about fivefold
with increasing reactor size, i.e. being 2.6 + 0.7,2.1 + 0.3
and 0.6 + 0.3 man-rem/(MW.a) respectively for stations
in the ranges 70-90,150-300 and 500-1080 MW capacity.

For Canada, it is believed that an occupational ex-
posure of 0.3 man-rem/(MW.a) is a reasonable objective
for future power stations of 1200 MW capacity, or some
sevenfold lower than the value of 2.0 used in the NEA
document and quoted in Table 6. Currently the figure for
the larger Canadian reactors stands at about 0.6 man-
rem/(MW.a), i.e. about threefold lower than the NEA
figure. There are economic incentives to develop tech-
nologies which would further reduce the exposure
below the predicted future level. These incentives arise
because the total man-rem doses to the staff of a power
station will sometimes determine the numbers that
have to be employed to ensure that no one is exposed
beyond the legal limit. Currently envisaged are such in-
novations as remote inspection methods, routine
decontamination washes of the cooling system, etc.

The typical integrated exposure to populations in
the vicinity of nuclear generating stations and beyond
(mainly from radioactive gases) has been taken in the
NEA document as 0.1 man-rem/(MW.a), and so is less
important than the occupational exposure'191. The
releases, however, are lower for pressurized water reac-
tors than for boiling water reactors, by a factor of as
much as 100-foldl28), although the two are similar with
respect to occupational exposures'21. Since Canadian
reactors resemble more closely the pressurized water
reactors, the above estimate for the integrated dose to
the population at large, as distinct from the occupa-

tional exposure, may likewise be unduly high for pre-
sent purposes.

The other major component in the average popula-
tion dose from nuclear power production, as estimated
in the Nuclear Energy Agency document, comes from
the reprocessing of spent fuel (Table 6). Because Cana-
dian reactors currently burn natural, unenriched
uranium fuel, the need for extensive reprocessing can
be substantially delayed in this country.

Occupational exposures in the reprocessing plants
will be due mainly to external radiation, and are current-
ly estimated to be similar to those in nuclear power sta-
tions. It is not possible to predict what the state of the
art will be in the future when this kind of activity is
undertaken on a substantial scale in Canada. However,
a strong financial incentive will exist, as in the opera-
tion of reactors, to reduce as much as possible the
numbers of radiation workers who have to be maintain-
ed on the payroll, and therefore the integrated man-rem
dose for a given installation since this may determine
the minimum number of radiation workers. Hopefully
the estimate in Table 6, which is based on current prac-
tice, may prove to be an overestimate as applied at that
future time. However, the circumstances will differ.
Much of the past experience is presumably based on
the processing of relatively lightly irradiated fuel for the
production of weapons-grade plutonium. For the future,
the handling of heavily irradiated fuel from power reac-
tors may involve additional problems. Over against this,
it is expected that the larger reprocessing plants of the
future, like the larger nuclear generating stations of to-
day, will be more efficient in terms of their unit produc-
tion per man-rem of exposure. Thus the reliability of cur-
rent estimates of doses associated with fuel reprocess-
ing is limited. Because of Canada's use of natural
uranium, experience in this matter will presumably
come first from other countries.

GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE - CANCER RISKS

Although cancer induction by radiation has been
studied in great detail in small laboratory animals such
as mice, the results from these experiments are of
limited use for the purpose of obtaining quantitative
estimates of radiation risks in man. Much reliance has
therefore had to be placed on the limited information
obtained from observations carried out on the available
irradiated human populations.

Since about one fifth of all people die of cancers
that are not attributed to radiation, it becomes par-
ticularly difficult to detect a carcinogenic effect of the
radiation in groups exposed to low doses. Moreover, for
the same reason it is virtually impossible to determine
by direct observation whether there is any safe level of
exposure below which no cancers at all are produced



by the radiation. Because of this it is regarded as pru-
dent to assume for purposes of radiation protection
that the risk of radiation-induced cancer varies in direct
proportion to dose, down to the lowest doses. The
possibility exists, of course, that the efficiency of the
radiation in causing cancers might even be greater at
the lower doses. But most of the available data at doses
that can be studied indicate a probable mixture of
"1-hit" and "2-hit" effects; i.e. the effect increases with
the dose at a rate greater than the dose but less than
the square of the dose. Only occasionally has a dif-
ferent relationship bean demonstrated at the lower
doses. Thus, if the assumption of linearity is wrong it is
generally considered that the true risk will have been
over-estimated rather than under-estimated as a result.

The irradiated human populations most suitable for
study have, furthermore, been exposed either to a
single large dose as in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, or to a
limited number of individually substantial doses as in
patients irradiated forankylosing spondylitis. Data from
other populations have so far been less useful. Thus it
is quite possible that the same total doses would have
been less hazardous if delivered in smaller amounts
over longer periods of time, as suggested by studies
with animals. For purposes of radiation protection,
however, it is customary to assume that the risk is in-
dependent of the rate at which a total dose is delivered.

Recently it has seemed more probable that only a
part of the induced cancers varies in direct proportion
with the radiation dose, and that another part varies as
the square of the dose. Also it seems likely that protrac-
tion of radiation exposure in time would reduce the fre-
quency of this second part of the response. If this view
is correct, and there is some evidence that it may be<261,
the estimates presented here could be higher than the
true risks, perhaps by as much as a factor of three.

GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE - HEREDITARY DISEASE

Failure to observe directly any increase in the frequen-
cy of hereditary diseases among offspring from ir-
radiated humans has imposed a limitation on those
who attempt to estimate the genetic risks of radiation
exposure. Similarly, studies with laboratory mammals
have provided only limited evidence of actual harm in
offspring from irradiated parents. Indeed, experiments
with populations of small mammals, heavily irradiated
over many generations, have yielded so little indica-
tion of any increased disease, or lack of well-being,
that this type of experiment has largely ceased to be of
interest to those geneticists who study hereditary
changes'20'. Thus, an indirect approach to the problem
of hereditary harm has had to be employed.

The estimates of genetic risks presented here
assume that all of the known, serious, dominantly in-

herited diseases of man would increase over the
generations to a new level, in direct proportion to any
sustained elevation of the mutation rate such as would
occur with exposure to any environmental mutagen,
including radiation. They also assume, with much less
assurance, that some substantial fraction of the ir-
regularly inherited diseases and congenital anomalies
would do likewise.

The first of these assumptions may well be cor-
rect, but the combined frequency most often quoted
for the severe dominant diseases is based on a survey
which included common conditions that are no longer
regarded as dominantly inherited. Until a revised
estimate for the frequency of severe dominant disease
becomes available, and is generally accepted, it would
seem likely that there has been an over-estimation of
this part of the risk, by perhaps something like
threefold.

The second of the twc assumptions, i.e. that many
of the severe irregularly inherited diseases of man
would also increase similarly in frequency, is open to
considerable doubt. Although testable in lower animals,
no evidence has been produced in its support. If the
assumption is wrong, two thirds of the original estimate
is removed; and considering the two assumptions
together, the true risk might be lower than that
estimated here by perhaps as much as tenfold. Alter-
natively, theoretical arguments are occasionally put for-
ward to the effect that the estimated risk neglects some
forms of genetic injury too subtle to be detected and
measured by current methods in either man or
laboratory mammal. No strong reasons have been ad-
vanced, however, to support this view in the absence of
direct evidence.

THE DIRECTION OF THE UNCERTAINTIES

It might seem that from the foregoing discussion that
all of the uncertainties with respect to the radiation risk
estimates fall in the one direction. This is, of course, not
true. It could be argued (a) that radiation exposures will
be higher in the future than has been estimated, (b) that
low doses are relatively more efficient in causing
cancer than are higher doses, and (c) that non-specific
forms of hereditary lack of fitness may be induced by
radiation and that these will be of greater importance
than the known genetic diseases. Each of these
possibilities is in fact suggested from time to time.
However, no proponent of any one of these views has
yet presented a reasoned case that has convinced his
colleagues.

Most of those who have been involved in the
estimation of radiation risks tend to feel that it would be
more serious to underestimate the hazards now, when
practices and standards are becoming established,
than it would be to overestimate them. Also, scientists 7



are unlikely to overlook possible effects which they
believe to be real and feel can be demonstrated to be
true. It is presumably for this combination of reasons
that uncertainties in the risk estimates appear to be
mainly in the one direction.

If one accepts that the risk estimates given here
may overestimate the true risk, it is still reasonable that
they be used as a basis for setting safety standards.
Only when these safety standards are unduly restrictive
will serious problems arise. In such circumstances, re-
assessment of both the biological risks and the
associated social benefits, in relation to each other,
would be needed in order to arrive at a better balance
between the two.

THE ROLE OF FOLLOW-UP STUDIES

Refinement in the setting of safety standards for the
use of a hazardous ayent necessarily depends upon a
quantitative understanding of the hazard. If one wants
to know just how much trouble will be caused by expos-
ing people to that agent, the only satisfactory way to
find out is by observing carefully those who have
already been exposed. Animal experiments may alert us
to poisonous effects, but rarely if ever do they establish
conclusively for man the degree of risk (or the absence
of risk) associated with a given level of exposure. The
point is important because the public, while pressing
for greater safety, sometimes place obstacles in the
way of obtaining the human data on which better safety
standards could be based.

Where cancer is the effect that is feared, a prolong-
ed period of follow-up is required because of the long
period of latency; and where the levels of exposure are
low, large numbers of people will need to be followed if
a possible effect is to be detected. Epidemiologists
have done this sort of thing ;n the past, often on quite a
small scale, and estimates of the risks of cancer do ex-
ist as a result of such work (e.g. see Table 7). But as
society becomes increasingly pre-occupied with low
levels of risk to large numbers of people, the ap-
propriate scale of study increases. Special methods
then become necessary, to minimize the clerical labour
and to maximize the use of any existing information on
the exposures, and on the ill health and deaths, to in-
dividuals in the study population. We are now entering
an era when such studies are becoming increasingly
possible, due partly to computers and partly to the cen-
tralization of personal medical records associated with
universal health insurance. Furthermore, Canada is one
of the best places in which to carry out such work
because of the manner in which the systems of vital
and health records have been organized in this country.

The chief difficulty arises because "public-interest"
groups tend to be uneasy about possible loss of privacy
if medical data are used in this fashion, even under

legislation guarding confidentiality of all but the sta-
tistical products of the work. Numerous official and
semi-official bodies in this country and elsewhere have
advocated measures that would facilitate, under
appropriate safeguards, such follow-up for the purpose
of identifying as yet undetected causes of ill
health'1"151"6'1171118'121112211231. The political and social
pressures that have worked against the adoption of
such measures are discussed elsewhere'41. Yet, failure
to use available data appropriately could result in a con-
tinuing inability to recognize risks and to protect the
public adequately. The dilemma can be resolved, partly
through better understanding of existing safeguards to
privacy, and partly through the development of new
safeguards that will still permit individual follow-up on
the required scale"61.

More specifically in the case of radiation, those
who are occupational^ exposed already have their
lifetime exposures documented by law. If there is any
possibility at all that the cancer risks have been
underestimated, these people would constitute an ob-
vious group for follow-up(3». The pattern thus set coulo
well prove applicable in other industries.

COMPARISONS WITH ALTERNATIVE RISKS

In general, other sorts of risks may be incurred, and if so
will need to be assessed, as a consequence of attempis
to avoid a radiation risk. These other sorts of risks
would result from using alternative means of obtaining
similar benefits, or would be a consequence of making
do with fewer benefits. Thus, various "risk options" are
open to society as relating to the kinds of benefits that
are associated with the radiation exposures.

Some examples will illustrate the point. Radio-
therapy for cancer is not always harmless, and chemo-
therapy for surgery may be used instead. But each of
these treatments carries its own risks, and no one form
of therapy is equally effective against all forms of
cancor. Thus the treatment of choice will usually de-
pend on a balance between effectiveness and risks. All
of these kinds of risks may be avoided, of course, by do-
ing without treatment, but the risk incurred as a result
of this lack of treatment would often be vastly greater
than that arising from the treatment.

The point may be pursued further. Sometimes the
benefit associated with the radiation exposures is of no
great value, as in the case of the X-ray machines once
used for fitting shoes; we are then better off without the
supposed benefit. In other circumstances it may seem
that the mere application of money could reduce the
radiation risk. In fact, a substantial reduction in the
population dose from the medical uses of radiation
could be achieved if the older diagnostic X-ray
machines were replaced more rapidly with newer



models. This, however, might result in additional risks
of another kind if the necessary expenditure resulted in
curtailment of other health services.

Similar choices exist in relation to the production of
electricity by nuclear generating stations. For example,
coal could be used as the chief fuel, long into the future,
instead of uranium. A comparison of the risks from the
two sorts of fuels is therefore of special interest. There
have been a number of recent attempts to estimate the
risks from conventional coal-fired generating stations,
including risks to the public and to those employed in
all stages of fuel production and use'1'"1*).

Mining of the coal required to produce a given
amount of power causes more deaths than does the
mining of the much smaller amount of uranium needed
to replace the coal (Tables 13a and 13b). Because the
coal is by far the more bulky fuel, the same may be said
of its transportation, and some of the transportation ac-
cidents will affect members of the general public. How-
ever, the total estimated occupational risk, per unit of
electrical power produced, appears to be somewhat
less for coal but does not include fatalities from the
construction and operation of coal-fired stations. Risks
to the general public may be greater from coal,
however, and conceivably much greater indeed if a
pessimistic estimate is accepted for the effects of such
potentially poisonous wastes as sulphur dioxide,
suspended particulates, polycyclic hydrocarbons, ox-
ides of nitrogen, ozone and other secondary products of
combustion. It is unfortunate, for the purpose of
deciding between various risk options, that more effort
has not been devoted to assessing the harm from the

continued use of conventional coal-fired stations for
power production, and that the risks and costs of other
cleaner ways of burning coal for the production of elec-
tricity have not been explored further.

The implications of such comparisons of the
hazards of a new technology with those of an old
technology require some further consideration; condi-
tions in both coal and uranium mines have improved
and may continue to do so; and the delayed effects of
the radiation have been compared here only with the
acute effects from the burning of coal. More specifical-
ly: 1. Sulphur dioxide production from the burning of
coal could undoubtedly be reduced, at some additional
cost; however, coal is already a more expensive fuel
than uranium (including reactor costs) and this might
further increase the disparity. 2. Improved working
conditions in mines should affect coal and uranium
mines similarly, and may have little effect on the com-
parison. 3. The comparison would be fairer if we could
include the long-term harmful effects of such products
from the combustion of coal as: benzopyrene, ozone,
oxides of nitrogen, and toxic heavy metals concen-
trated in fly ash. The present comparisons are clearly
imprecise, but the possible biases are not necessarily
in any one direction.

Oil and gas are safer fuels than coal, especially if
one includes the risks associated with procurement
and transportation. However, because these fuels are
likely to be in increasingly short supply, they need not
be considered here as representing adequate future
alternatives to uranium for the purpose of generating
electricity.

Table 13a Comparison of Harm from Nuclear versus Coal Generation of Electrical Power
— in a population using 1 kW per person"9)

OCCUPATIONAL

Mining
Processing
Transportation
Construction
Burning and
reprocessing

TOTAL occupational

GENERAL PUBLIC

Transportation
Burning and
reprocessing

TOTAL general public

IBiMd on T«bl«i 10 and 11)

latal
cancer

0.05

0.7

0.2

nuclear

genetic

0.8

0.5

Kinds of harm
Cases per annum per 10* people

fatal
accident

0.35
0.1
0.002
0.25

0.05

nuclear(totai)

fatal plus
genetic

0.4
0.1

0.25

1.6

2.4

0.7

0.7

1.1

1.1

0.4

1.0

coal

fatal

or
0.6

0.04

1.2

( ? )

( ? )

- 1.8

0.6

or 45

— 46

Notes

1

2

5

3

4

5



Table 13b Further Comparison of Harm from Nuclear versus Coal Generation of Electrical Power
— in a population using 1 kW per person

E.E. Pochin"9'
Occupational
Public
Total

Burnett & Paddleford'61

Occupational
Public
Total

Rose et al.'25'
Occupational
Public
Total

Comar and Sagan'9'
Occupational
Public
Total

Annual fatalities etc.

(Uranium)

lower

2.4
0.7
3.1

—
—

0.5
—

0.5

0.1
0.01
0.11

higher

2.4
0.7
3.1

—
—
* *

0.5
—

0.5

0.86
0.16
1.02

per 106 people"

lower

1.1
1
2.1

—
—
• "

1
20
21

0.5
1.6
2.1

(Coal)

nigher

1.8
46
47.8

—
—
* •

1
100
101

5
111
116

Ratio of fatalities etc.

(UraniunrCoal)

lower higher

1 : 15 1.5 : 1

1:9 1 : 1.5

1 : 202 1 : 42

1 : 1060 1 : 2

' Includes non-fatal genetic disease in the case of E.E.<|-1|IUUW» I IU I I 4 h*lU» y f l l b l l W MIUbUrfl# 111 41 • * * \jOd*tf V I I™.*"' 1 U^l Mil .

* * Values given as "equivalent person days of illness" rather lhan as absolute numbers of fatalities. Fatalities resulting from the use of the electricity, i.e. de
shock and to electric fires, are included and are equal for uranium and coal. When Ihese are removed, the difference between the two fuels appears even r
striking.

aths due to
more

The purpose of comparing in this fashion the
various risk options, associated with the production of
a benefit which is in demand, is to make it easier for
members of the public to decide in an informed fashion
what they would regard as an "adequate" standard of
radiation protection. It might be argued, for example,
that certain of the safety standards that have come to
be accepted in the past represent "undemocratic" deci-
sions made by a small, technically informed, part of
society. Likewise, small pressure groups may be viewed
by some as equally undemocratic when they seek an in-
fluence disproportionate to their size by dramatically
warning about selected risks while avoiding objective
comparisons with alternative risks. The remedy in both
cases, and the only truly democratic approach, would
appear to lie in fostering an increased public awareness
of the full range of risk options associated with the pro-
duction of a particular benefit.

Two main problems are recognized: (1) the exis-
tence of strong emotional reactions associated with
discussions of radiation risks, arising out of a fear of
the unfamiliar, which may work against the exercise of
rational choice by the public in its own interest; and (2),
a genuine concern that modern technologies might
saddle the public with a multiplicity of individually
small risks, of substantial combine! magnitude, from
which society would have difficulty tr, extricating itself
because it is "locked in" to these technologies by the

extents of its capital investments in them. Some com-
parisons with familiar every-day risks, of a kind that are
often incurred voluntarily, would appear to be relevant
to the first of these two problems (i.e. in addition to the
comparisons with the other option — coal); and a look
at current actuarial trends, while providing no basis for
complacency, will at least demonstrate that the pro-
gress of modern technology is still associated with a
continuing, measurable, net benefit to man's health.

A familiar hazard with which the radiation risks may
be compared is that from cigarette smoking. The public
is admittedly more tolerant of the harm to which they
expose themselves voluntarily, perhaps by a number of
orders of magnitude: in this case, however, a small but
appreciable fraction of the total exposure to tobacco
smoke involves non-smokers. From the statistics on ex-
cise duties and excise taxes, it appears that Canadians
smoke about 5 x 1010 cigarettes per year (see Canada
Year Book 1972, p. 1153), and the Canadian vital sta-
tistics show that there are well over 5000 deaths f-om
lung cancer per year, of which the great majority are
due to cigarette smoking. Correcting for a doubling in
the per capita consumption of cigarettes in the last 20
years, the risk of dying from lung cancer, per cigarette
smoked, is thus in the vicinity of 2 x 10 7. From Table 7
we may infer something like 0.25 x 10 7 lung cancer
deaths per man-millirem. It is possible therefore to
equate one mrem with Va of a cigarette. The comparison



is not greatly changed if extended to include deaths
from all causes; one mrem of radiation then represents
a risk of death of 1.5 x 10"7 (Table 7) and one cigarette
represents a risk of death of 8 x 1O~"24|I3). By either com-
parison the estimated 6 mrem per year from nuclear
power in the future might be regarded as equivalent to
about one cigarette per year, or one puff every couple of
weeks. This may well approximate what many non-
smokers receive involuntarily while travelling in public
conveyances and associating with other people in
business and socially. The comparison is relevant also
to the view which one takes of the hazards to public
health from coal-fired power stations; i.e., neither
uranium nor coal represents a risk that is large in com-
parison with other more familiar threats to health.

Concern about the combined hazards of modern liv-
ing is legitimate and important. It must not be assumed
without evidence, of course, that modern hazards
necessarily exceed those of the past, or that the net ef-
fects of new technologies are especially likely to be un-
favourable. Furthermore, there should be no under-
representation of the hazards of the past which modern
life is helping to dimini l, it being the net trends which
are strictly relevant to this concern. Most people are
aware, for example, that the life expectancy at birth has
increased dramatically over recent decades. What is
not so widely recognized is that the expectation of life
at all ages has continued to rise gradually (see Canada
Year Books, life tables). While not only technological
factors are responsible for such a favourable actuarial
trend, one cannot seek in any simplistic way to slow
down technological and economic development, for the
purpose of protecting the health of the public, without
running some risk of having the reverse effect. Only by
comparing specific risk options, with a view to par-
ticular benefits, will the health of the public be best
served.

SAFETY STANDARDS,
AND RISKS VERSUS BENEFITS

Certain general principles relating to the selection of
appropriate safety standards should perhaps be stated
more explicitly.

The need for safety standards with respect to radia-
tion first became apparent because of the acute ef-
fects, notable on skin. Subsequently it was found that
the early users of X-rays developed cancers because of
large chronic exposures that could readily have been
avoided. As with many chemical poisons, however,
levels of exposure an order of magnitude or so lower
than those observed to have harmful effects were for
some time generally regarded as safe. Such standards
of safety are usually not too difficult to achieve in prac-
tice, or to justify as reasonable.

The problem of setting safety standards became

more complicated, however, when the idea was in-
troduced that the likelihood of producing a cancer or an
hereditary defect might be proportional to the dose. If
this were true, no dose of radiation, however small,
could be regarded as totally safe in the absolute sense.
This concept is now commonly applied not only to
radiation but to cancer-producing chemicals in the en-
vironment, of which there are many. With absolute safe-
ty an illusive and unrealistic goal, not only with resDect
to radiation but with respect to most hazards, a. .. now
recognized as such, the problem becomes one of
deciding what constitutes a reasonable level of safety.

In considering the whole problem of the acceptabil-
ity of risks, from radiation or anything else, value
judgments are necessarily involved, which are of a
socio-economic rather than a biological nature. For
employees in some new industry, such as the nuclear
industry, it might be considered reasonable to ensure
that the standards compared favourable with those in
other industries. In average North American industry,
the chances of being killed or totally disabled (by loss of
two eyes or two limbs) in a lifetime of work is in the
vicinity of 0.5 per cent. Higher standards of safety for
employed persons are clearly desirable if they can be
achieved without serious hardship to society, but this
does represent a level that is at least currently accepted
by society as constituting for the most part a tolerable
compromise between benefit and risk. The safety stan-
dards set for occupational exposures to radiation do in
fact attempt to ensure that overall safety, e.g. for those
employed in radiological clinics and in the nuclear in-
dustry, will compare favourably with the levels of oc-
cupational safety prevailing elsewhere.

Somewhat greater logical difficulty is encountered
when attempting to decide what safety standards ought
to be regarded as acceptable, for exposures of the
public to radiation, or in fact for pollution of the environ-
ment in any form. Society as a whole may reconcile
itself to accepting some undesirable alteration of its en-
vironment as a necessary price ic be paid for the
benefits of industrialization, but individuals may argue
strongly that to have no personal choice in the matter is
wrong in principle. For such people, the fact that
medical practice contributes far more to the average
radiation exposure of the population than does any
other human activity, is an irrelevancy because one can
choose to avoid medical exposures if one is willing to
accept the consequences. Nevertheless, many human
activities do expose large populations to pollution of
various sorts. Thus risks to the public, from an industry,
pose no new problem of principle. The real problem is
that of balancing these risks against the associated
benefits to society.

For most industries, there are really two closely
related objectives. One is that of ensuring that the
benefits to the population exceed the risks; the other is
that they do so by as large an amount as possible. This 11



is a matter of optimizing, or of attempting to select for
society the most favourable of all possible options. For
example, to reduce the radiation dose to the population
from nuclear power, society might choose to:

(a) use an alternative fuel such as coal;
(b) restrict the use of electricity; or
(c) increase the extent to which radiation and radio-

active wastes are contained.
The risks associated with the first of these three

choices have already been examined and it seems like-
ly that uranium is a safer fuel than coal as used current-
ly for power generation. Furthermore the comparison
was not exhaustive. There is, for example, a future
ecological problem to be considered when some of the
larger coal reserves that lend themselves to extensive
open strip mining are tapped. This is perhaps com-
parable in nature to the problem of managing the tail-
ings from uranium mines, but it is not certain which of
the two should be regarded as the larger problem.

Restriction of the use of electricity is advocated by
some as a means of limiting the risks from both coal
smoke and radiation. If this comes about it will repre-
sent a social, political and economic decision rather
than one dictated by the biological facts alone. To com-
plicate matters, there is the tendency for a vocal minori-
ty to demand greater safety while a silent majority con-
tinues to purchase electricity in increasing quantities,
in spite of rising costs and discussion of pollution and
its effects.

What is apt to be lacking from the debate, in the
case of this second choice, is some objective assess-
ment of the importance to society of maintaining
various possible levels of electrical production. No risk-
benefit comparison is possible where the benefits, or
needs, are not spelled out in the same terms as the
risks.

Since the need for an industry is usually expressed
in terms of economic benefits, the public may see even-
tual decisions on safety matters as based on a callous
balancing of human lives against dollars and cents. But
this misses the real point. Both human safety and the
quality of life are influenced in numerous ways by the
degree of prosperity. An example will serve to illustrate
the point. Literally hundreds of infants' lives have been
saved annually in Canada following an expensive deci-
sion to have universal hospital insurance; and the effect
has been greatest in those areas which previously had
unusually high infant death rates because they were
economically depressed and could not afford good
health care171. The saving of lives is in many ways depen-
dent on the availability of money and resources. Thus,
insistence on safety standards, In any industry, which
are so high that they have a major adverse affect on the
economy of a community or a nation, could be self-

12 defeating.

The problem of interpreting the biological and
medical data on radiation risks, so as to set appropriate
safety standards for the population as a whole, is thus
one of optimizing a situation in which there are oppos-
ing risks to people. Considerable effort has been
devoted to estimating the risks from nuclear power pro-
duction. What are now needed are estimates in similar
terms, of the risks from various degrees of curtailment
of the power production. It is unfortunate that this com-
plementary task is so difficult, and that it has, perhaps
for this reason, received so little attention.

The third choice open to society likewise has
economic overtones. If society wishes to lower the
radiation exposures from nuclear power production, it
may choose to spend more money (i.e. more of its
resources) on containment of radiation and radioactive
materials. A balancing of costs and benefits is again
implied in any decision on the matter. Few attempts
have been made to reduce the subjective element in the
balancing process, by estimating both the costs and
the benefits of additional containment. However, the
special containment proposed in recent design objec-
tives for nuclear reactors in the United States'101 has
been estimated to cost an additional 1 to 10 million
dollars for a 1000 MW capacity installation, and to
result in a total reduction of the integrated population
dose by perhaps as much as 5000 man-rem over the
lifetime of the reactor1271. In terms of the risk estimates
quoted here, one might thus predict a reduction in the
numbers of fatal cancers and serious hereditary
diseases of between 0.2 to 2 cases per million dollars
spent on this kind of safety. Taking the numbers at face
value, this might seem a reasonable return on the in-
vestment. As in other contexts, however, a decision to
adopt such standards implies a judgment on the part of
society concerning an appropriate price to pay for sav-
ing (or prolonging) a human life or avoiding a serious ill-
ness. Better estimates of the dose reduction per unit
cost are needed before much reliance can be put on
this approach to decision making with respect to addi-
tional containment, but the nature of the question for
society will be apparent from the example.

Such judgments, concerning the expenditure of
resources to save life or avoid disease, are more com-
mon than is generally realized. Usually they pass un-
noticed because the monetary cost and the amount of
safety purchased are not equated with each other. But
when an analysis is attempted it becomes apparent
that society's resources are better spent on some kinds
of safety than on other kinds. One related anomaly, of
special interest in the present context, has been
pointed out by Terrill<27>. Since by far the greatest part of
the population exposure to man-made radiation comes
from medical practice, and since many of the older
X-ray machines have shielding cones that are less effi-
cient than those of newer design, he points out that



considerable reduction in the population dose could be
achieved, simply by changing the older shielding cones.
This would be much cheaper than changing the whole
machines. As compared with expenditures on further
containment of reactor wastes, he argues that this
would represent greater efficiency in the use of money
for radiation protection (at least while the older
machines are still in service) by a factor of some
1000-fold to 60 000-fold. The example serves to em-
phasize a need to preserve a sense of proportion when
considering the costs of, and benefits from, changes in
safety standards.

CONCLUSIONS

Although there is a need for more precise information
concerning the effects of low doses of radiation on
man, it is possible with reasonable confidence to set
upper limits on the likely effects of a given exposure of
a large population. In the light of such information,
doses received from the medical uses of X-rays, which
are the largest from any man-made source, are widely
recognized as acceptable because of the associated
benefits. Acceptability of the smaller doses likely to be
received from the future production of nuclear power
can be judged only after the various risk options open to
society have been compared. Present estimates in-
dicate that nuclear power generation may have
substantially less impact on public health than would
the generation of an equivalent amount of power by
conventional coal-fired stations.

13
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NOTES TO TABLES

^

Notes to Table 1
1. A dose at 28 mrem/a "for normal areas" is given in Reference

(28) p.83. The dose rate increases by about 2% per 100 metres of
altitude above sea level, and by about 50% going north from
latitude 30° to latitude 70°.

2. Averages are variously quoted as 38 mrem/a for Britain, 55
mrem/a for the U.S., and 44 mrem/a for the world. Higher rates
prevail locally where the rock is granitic, e.g. 100 mrem/a in
Aberdeen, Scotland, and the French Massif Central, 2-3 x nor-
mal in Colorado and South Dakota, and 10 x normal in limited
regions of South India and Brazil due to the presence of
monazite sand.

3. Potassium-40 is a naturally radioactive isotope of potassium
that occurs in all tissues.

4. Carbon-14 is formed in the atmosphere by the action of cosmic
radiation and is present in all tissues. The dose is rounded off in
the Table and is closer to 0.7 mrem/a.

5. This is due mainly to natural rubidium-87, polonium-210,
radon-222 and -220, radium-226 and -228, and uranium-238 and
•234, and to a lesser extent to thorium-230 and -232. The dose
varies with the nature of the local rock.

Notes to Table 2
Average population doses from radiotherapy are included in the
Table, for the sake of completeness, although the actual exposures
occur only in a small part of the population which has special need
for the treatment. "Average" members of the population are thus
unaffected by this component in the total from medical practice.

1. The figures for the United Kingdom are based on a survey car-
ried out during 1957-58.

2. All doses to germ cells are weighted by the likelihood of pro-
creation after the exposure, to give a "genetically significant"
dose. For this reason the average "genetically significant" dose
is less than the average whole body dose.

3. The figures from other surveys represent approximate ranges
over various countries as reported in Reference (28). Nineteen of
these surveys were carried out between the years 1960 and
1970. The 1977 UNSCEAR Report gives higher values for
medical exposures in North America than used here.

Notes to Table 3
1. The corresponding figures for the Southern Hemisphere are 120,

180, and 160 mrem for the three tissues. The exposures are due
mainly to (a) external radiation from cesium-137 in the environ-
ment, and (b) internal exposures to strontlum-90 incorporated in-
to bone and cesium-137 in tissue.

2. The doses from carbon-14, formed during the fusion process of
the weapons tested, occur at a much lower rate but extend over
a much longer time, mainly beyond the year 2000.

3. These totals are equivalent to approximately 3 years of ex-
posure to natural radiation. One third of the total is from exter-
nal exposure, one fifth from Internal exposure to strontlum-90
and cesium-137, and the remainder from carbon-14.

Notes to Table 5
1. Genetically significant doses to the germ cells are given

16 throughout.

2. From Table 1.

3. From Table 2; approximate.

4. From Table 3. For the Northern Hemisphere, averaged over the
generation most heavily exposed.

5. From Table 4; excludes nuclear energy.

6. Includes luminous watches, colour television, ceramics contain-
ing uranium, flying in aircraft.

7. Total genetically significant dose.

Notes to Table 6
1. This excludes local exposures of the lungs of miners to radon

and its daughter products, which would not be meaningful if
averaged over the whole body. (Fatal occupational diseases and
accidents are dealt with separately in Table 10.)

2. This excludes slight local exposures of hands and lungs. The ef-
fects of these are dealt with in Table 10.

3. The dose to the population is largely external and due to
gaseous wastes; that to workers is mainly from exposure to ex-
ternal penetrating radiation plus internal exposure to tritium
taken into the body.

4. A breakdown of the 1.35 man-rem/(MW.a), to the general popula-
tion, is: 0.1 from liquid wastes, 0.25 from gaseous wastes, and
2.0 from carbon-14 as total dose commitment to the future (0.05
of the 2.0 is received in the first 30 years). The occupational dose
is from activation and fission products, and is mainly in the form
of external exposure to penetrating radiation.

5. The genetically significant dose is less than the whole body
dose because it makes allowance for the probable future fertili-
ty of an individual in view of his or her age at the time of ex-
posure.

Notes to Table 7
The risk figures given in this Table are based mainly on data from
survivors of the atomic bombings at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and
from patients irradiated as a treatment for ankylosing spondylitis.
Revised estimates in the UNSCEAR Report of 1977 are not greatly
altered.

1. The leukaemias tend to occur most frequently within a few
years after the exposure, and the frequency returns to normal
after 25 years.

2. The increase starts about 15 years after irradiation and con-
tinues to at least 25 years after.

3. The Hiroshima data suggest a risk of 6 to 20 cases per million
man-rem in the first 25 years, but this is thought to
underestimate the total over a longer period.

4. This is a tentative estimate for the number appearing after 25
years.

5. As with lung cancers, there is no certainty that the incidence
declines after 25 years.

6. Among the atom bomb survivors there were roughly 50 to 78 in-
duced cancer deaths per 106 man-rem, 5 to 25 years after ex-
posure. Among patients treated for ankylosing spondylitis the
corresponding figures were 92 to 165 cancer deaths during the
first 27 years.

7. The favoured estimates allow for additional cases after longer
delays.

8. The favoured estimate here includes skin cancer.



9. These figures are of little use for predicting the risks of lung
cancer arising from localized exposures to radon gas and its
daughter products, as in uranium mining, because of difficulties
in calculating the doses to the tissues involved. Lung cancer
risks due to radon may be derived empirically from
epidemiological data, using the known concentrations of radon
in air and the duration of the exposures. The radon concentra-
tions in air are expressed in terms of Working Levers (WL), where
one WL corresponds to any combination of short-lived radon
daughters leading to a total emission of 1.3 x 105 MeV of alpha
energy per litre. An exposure of one Working Level Month (WLM)
is that received during 170 working hours spent in a concentra-
tion of one Working Level. One WLM is thought to be approx-
imately equivalent in risk to 5 rem to the lungs. (Reference (5),
pages 154, 155 and 216.)

Notes to Table 8

1. Assuming 1 rem causes a 1 per cent increase in the mutation
rate of man, as it does in the mutation rate of the mouse, this
figure would be 100. The uncertainty arises partly in ex-
trapolating from mouse to man, and partly because the natural
incidence of serious dominant disease in man has not been ac-
curately measured. About '/5 of the cases arising over all time
due to exposure of a single generation (i.e. '/5 of the number
tabulated) would appear in the first post-irradiation generation.

2. Little, if any, increase in these diseases would be expected.

3. No increase in these diseases has been observed in laboratory
mammals as a result of irradiation, and it is not at all clear that
any would be expected, hence the high degree of uncertainty. If
an increase did occur, exceedingly few of the total additional
cases would appear in any single post-irradiation generation.

4. Although the confidence limits on the total of 300 cases per
million man-rem are wide, it is more likely that the true number is
less than 300 rather than more.

Notes to Table 13a ,

1. The alternative values for coal represent two separate estimates
(References (11) and (12)).

2. Fatalities due to construction and operation of coal-fired sta-
tions are not given.

3. Fatalities among the general public due to transportation of
coal are estimated in Reference (12).

4. The two estimates for coal differ widely with respect to deaths
among the general public over an 80 km radius from sulphur
dioxide, suspended particulates, polycyclic hydrocarbons, ox-
ides of nitrogen, ozone and other secondary products.

5. Since the publication of Reference (19), threo other reports have
compared in a similar fashion the risks from the use of uranium
versus coal for the production of electrical power (References
(25) (9) and (6)).These later estimates likewise imply that uranium
is a safer fuel than coal, but indicate a greater difference in the
relative safety. (See Table 13b.)

Notes to Table 9
1. Assuming, for the fatal cancers, 50 years of exposure, an

average latency of 20 years, and a natural life expectancy of 70
years.

2. Assuming, for the hereditary effects, 30 years of exposure, i.e. to
the average time of parenthood.

3. Totals are rounded to avoid the appearance of a precision they
do not possess. Non-fatal cancers will also occur and will be
about ^3 as frequent as the fatal cancers.

The Table assumes also, as a crude approximation, that medical
exposures are distributed more or tess uniformly throughout the
lifespan.

Notes to Table 11

1. This is based on a rate of 8 fatalities per year per 10 000
employed in heavy construction, and assumes 5000 man-years
to build a 1000 MW reactor which will last 20 to 25 years. The
estimate is pessimistic in that the expected life of a reactor is
substantially greater, i.e. at least 30 years.

2. This assumes that 200 miners are involved in deep uranium min-
ing, with a fatality rate of 15 per 10 000 per year, to supply fuel
for a 1000 MW nuclear generating plant. (To the figure of 0.3 may
be added 0.05 deaths from lung cancer, shown in Table 10, and
< 0.05 fatalities from occupational diseases not due to radia-

tion, to make a total of nearly 0.4 fatalities due to mining.)

3. Assumes a transport staff of 50, each driving 1000 km per week,
with a risk of fatality of 0.14 per million km.

4. If one assumes, as in the U.S., a ratio of 88 and 70 disabling ac-
cidents for each accidental death in construction work and min-
ing respectively, there will be 50 non-fatal disabilities In addition
to the 0.8 fatalities. 17
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